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Editorial: Vacant lots symbolize neglect, disinvestment. It’s on all of
Chicago to reverse the damage.
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The public opening of Kenwood Gardens, 13 vacant lots transformed into community garden space in the Grand Crossing
neighborhood by Theaster Gates and his Rebuild Foundation on Sept. 2, 2021. (E. Jason Wambsgans / Chicago Tribune)
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Vacant lots are a city’s visible scars. They give blight both shape and form. Drive through
some South Side neighborhoods and you’ll find whole streets lined by weed-covered trash
bins for abandoned cars and appliances.
Ugly and empty, Chicago’s vacant lots represent the deeper cancer metastasizing block by
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block, neighborhood by neighborhood. These places are borne from years, even decades, of
disinvestment and neglect by successive administrations focused far more on the city’s
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moneyed communities rather than its impoverished ones.
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There have been several attempts in recent years to recharge neighborhoods by transforming
vacant lots into usable, viable spaces.
One of the latest comes by way of the Chicago Architecture Biennial, which organizers say is
North America’s largest exhibition of art, architecture and design. This time centered not on
downtown but on Chicago’s neighborhoods, the 2021 Biennial showcases a fascinating
project known as the “Available City,” which explores how vacant lots can be transformed
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into usable public spaces.
One example, open for touring by the public: Perma Park, a lush swath of fruit trees, sweet
potatoes, pumpkins, tulips and other greenery on vacant lots near CCA Academy, an
alternative high school in the West Side’s North Lawndale neighborhood. Students learn
about botany — North Lawndale gets an urban micro-oasis and fresh produce.
We hope Available City inspires creativity and innovation when it comes to the revitalization
of vacant lots, long after the end of this biennial.
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Still, the scale of the problem is daunting. The city owns more than 10,000 vacant lots.
Thousands more are not city-owned, but the problems caused by these neighborhood voids
transcend ownership. Over the years, there have been several efforts aimed at turning them
into something useful and lasting.
Former Mayor Rahm Emanuel’s Large Lots program allows residents, block clubs and
nonprofits to buy city-owned vacant lots for a dollar. Buyers must own property on the block
of the lot they desire, and be paid-up on property taxes, water bills and any other debt to the
city. The aim is for buyers to turn the lot into something that adds value to the neighborhood
— a playground, a community garden, or if it’s next to the buyer’s own home, a deck or
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garage. The program’s website, largelots.org, says nearly 1,400 lots have been sold.
Some of the projects buoyed by Mayor Lori Lightfoot’s Invest South/West initiative have
vacant land as their canvas. Plans for United Yards, a joint venture by Celadon Partners and
the Blackwood Group, call for a city-owned vacant lot in the New City neighborhood to
blossom into a 50-unit affordable apartment building, with a ground-floor business hub and
a youth center. With the initiative’s backing, a 23,000-square-foot tract of vacant land in the
South Side’s Auburn Gresham neighborhood is slated to turn into affordable housing, retail
space, private garden lots and a playground.
Every square foot of vacant land that morphs from a patch of weeds and trash into a
community garden, an expression of art or badly needed affordable housing represents a
strong step in the right direction for a city that has allowed disinvestment and joblessness to
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burgeon unchecked on the South and West sides.
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Our only ask from policymakers, philanthropists and corporate Chicago is this: More, please.
More projects, more resources, bigger scale.
And fewer vacant lots.
Turning vacant lots into something aesthetically attractive or useful — or both — changes the
psychology of a neighborhood. If people see gardens, playgrounds, or better yet, homes on
former vacant lots, they see hope. These neighborhoods have been hollowed out by
hopelessness.
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Of course, it’s not the only change that must happen to keep people from leaving. As long as
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streets remain war zones, as long as children can get shot playing on their porches, people
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will leave. As long as job prospects, strong schools and access to capital remain elusive,
people will leave. But taking dead land and making it thrive can — and must be — part of the
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solution.
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It’s certainly heartening to see the commitment and energy behind efforts such as Available
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City, Invest South/West and others. But look around, Chicago. There’s still so much to do.
For every vacant lot that’s turned around, there are legions more languishing untapped.
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Think of Chicago’s vacant lots not just as ugly, unused swaths of territory, but as symbols of
the inattention and neglect that the city’s public and private sectors have inflicted on their
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own communities — its own people.
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We’re glad the pandemic-challenged Biennial has ventured outdoors, away from the Loop,
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and brought vacant lots back to the forefront of the Chicago conversation.Yes, it takes time to
reverse the damage done by that long-standingneglect. But it also requires an urgent
solution.
Join the discussion on Twitter @chitribopinions and on Facebook.
Submit a letter, of no more than 400 words, to the editor here or email
letters@chicagotribune.com.
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